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R eport of a confm·ence of specialists in industrial edu cation, called
bJJ the United States Oornrnissione1· of Education, and held at
Kansas City, Mo., J anuary 4, 19~~.
By WILUA!I!

T.

BAWDEN,

Assistant to the Commissioner, Bm·eau of Edttcation.

Representatives from 20 States and the District of Columbia were
present, as follows : Missouri, 12 ; Michigan, 6 ; Indiana, 2; Illinois,
2; 'M innesota, 3; Texas, 2; Arkansas, 1; Colorado, 1; Iowa, 1; Louisiana, 1; Maine, 1; Maryland, 1 ; Massachusetts, 1; Nebraska, 1; New
J ersey, 1; New York, 1 ;: North Dakota, 1; Ohio, .1; Oklahoma, 1;
Pennsylvania, 1; District of Columbia, 2; total, 43.
PROGitAM.
Chairman:
Gene'ra~

WILLIAM

7'opic;

T.

B AWDEN;

United States Bttreau of Education.

PllOliLEMS OF 0HGANIZA'flON I N INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

"The American people must be macle to recognize that we must pay more for e:tpcrt
supervision and management. A much larger number of high-grade suPCI'Visors mnFt be
provided who can l:iclp teachers on the job. In comparison with the outlay which Industry and business make for supervision (In the way of managers, assistant mnua;.:ers,
superintendents, assistant superintendents, cl,liefs, forem('n, n~si s tant fo t·emQn, etc.), our
school systems are grossly undermanned on the supervision side.

(1) "Some experiences in business which apply t o industt·ial-school organization." William Pitt, vice president Irving-Pitt Manufacturing Co., Kansas
City, Mo.
(2) "Suggestions from the experiences of an industrial plant." W. W . Kincaid, president of the Sp!rella Co. and of the Chamber of Commerce, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
'
(3) "Guiding principles of organization." Kenneth G. Smith, supen·isor of
industrial education, State department of public instruction, Lansing, l\:li.!h.
( 4) Discussion from the fioor.
16459°-22
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(5) Summary of the <liscussion. 1\I. G. Burton, assistant superintendent of
public schools, in char ge of Yocutional education, Kansas City, Mo.
(6) Selecte<l references on problems of organiza.tion and administration of
inllustrial education.

INTRODUCTION.

·w hat suggestions does a study of business and factory organization yield for the organization of indtistrial education~ I s there
close enough analogy between the responsibilities and functions of the
superintendent of schools, the director o.f .·industrial education, and
the principal of a ti:acle school, on the oiie hmid, and the business
executiye, office manager, factory snpednienclent, and the like, on
the other, to make comparisons of administrative plans profitable~
I s it possible that the city superintendept_of schools is attempting
an impossible task in in'a ugurating and conducting a program for
industrial education with the amount : of expert staff assistance
usually provided? In very few cities isi;here more tha.n one expert
assistant who exercises more ·than · very limited executive functions-the assistant superintendent or director of industrial education·. On the other hand, a factory orgariizati01l. ·of comparable
magnitude usually has a staff of expert assistants, consisting of department. managers or chiefs, functioning under the general dire·ction of the factory superintendent.
·
Another s_ide of the picture is brought into focus by reflecting
upon the fact that some offices of nominal educatiotial leadership
and expert supervision are not occupied by persons capable of
living up to the possibilities; and in some cases, even, these positions
are filled without any consideration of professional educational qualifications. Not only is the leadership ·:ni.nction· not discharged; but
the budget carries the load Of the salaries, and the administrative
machinery carries the appearance of completeness.
SOME EXPERIENCES IN BUSINESS WHICH APPLY TO INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.
By

WILLIAllr p ·x ri';

(1) The interest of the business manager in organization.
(a) A means to an end. I think of an organization as a machine ·
composed of human elements designed to achieve a volume of work
too great and objectives too comprehensive to be accomplished by
one individual without loss of . efficiency. There must, first, be a
clear conceptiqn of the objects in view, the work to be performed.
The material of which the organization is to be composed-the individuals-must be carefully selected.
In machine design, various materials (such as tool steel, cast iron;
brass, Babbitt metal, and the like) are chosen, each because of its
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adaptability to its proper place and function in the ·completed machine. So it is in an organization. · The greatest care must be exercised in selecting each component individual, ·having regard to
caliber, personality, and special qualifications.
COMPONENT PARTS OF THE ORGANIZATION M UST BE FITTED TOGETHER.

(b) Relation to .t eam work. Having chosen the .various . parts of
organization, one of the most important functions of the executive is to fit them together, The particular duty to be performed by
each individual mus~ be determined with reference to its relation to
the output or product of the organization as a whole, and conditions
favorable to the performance of these duties mrist be maintained. ·
Each individual should function · on his own job, without interfering with the busineSs o{ others. This applies as between a superior and his subordinates .as well as among a number of the same
:t:ank. One of the most difficult lessons for the executive to learn is
the actual delegation of a~1thority and responsibility.
(c) . Relation to output. . :The object of business is output. Organization must contribute ·to increase output or fail of justification.
So, also, in school adniinistration; every executive is properly called
upon to show s01:ne definite contribution to the output of. the school,
either in improved quality or effectiv:eness of the instruction, or in
improved conditiQns by means of which subordinates may render
~ore or b.etter service.
,
(2) Organization a dis~i:nct factor in success.
(a) Poor organization le~ds to waste and inefficiency, just as a
poorly designed or constru(;ted machine is wasteful.
(b) Good organization, ,carefully planned for the objects in view,
and with every component part adapted to its special function, is
the foundation for e:ffectiv:e work.
(c) Good organization is not of itself sufficient. In addition to
organization there must be :good management. The manager must
give constant attention to possible sources of trouble or friction.
Just as the locomotive engineer gives little attention to a thousand
things that go all right, but is constantly on the alert for any indication that some part of the' mechanism is not functioning properly,
so must the executive constantly be on the lookout for potential
sources of troubie. A general · manager is successful to the extent
that he makes all of his subordinates successful.
·
(3) The, outline of
type of business org~nization which has
proved successful may be suggestive. In our business there are two
owners; so that we had the problem of divided responsibility at the
outset. One is in charge of finance, patents, litigation, and the like.
I am general manager and chief executive of the. manufacturing and
sales side of the business.
th~

a
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I hn.ve the following executhze assistants: (a) Superintendent oi
production, in charge· of purchase of materials, maintenance · of
stock to fill orders, and responsible for determining when each item
of stock is to be manufactured and · in what quantities; (b.) superintendent of accounting, in charge of all statistical work, filling
orders, credits, · and collections; (c) sales manager; (d) purchasing
agent, for purchase of all materials and ·~upplies, on requisition;
(e) traffic manager. These five are the. only ones in the establishment with whom the general manager transacts business; each one
is given full authority and respoi1sibility1;i h his departm.ent.
(a) A successful plan of organization requires that lines of authority be clearly defined. In our establishment these are drawn up
in· writing, and· .relate to every office and position. There is no
possibility for doubt or question anywhere.
· (b) The division of responsibility and assignment of duties are
made as definite and specific as possible. .
(c) The plnn of organization provides .opportunities for ind~
vidual development and promotion in the service. The possibility
of movement to the next higher level is the prime motive to which
we can appeal in dealing with our workers. We take the view
that, if we can succeed in carrying the individual on to higher and
greater usefulness, we shall have discharged a far more important
function than the manufacture of any commodity.
(d) It is far better to have current, or practically continuous,
checking up on the functioning of the organization, instead of
periodically or at i rregular intervals. Instead of a " post mortem "
examination to determine why something· went wrong, the manager
should be much·mo;re interested in what the medical practitioner calls
a "clinical " examination, while the patient is still alive.
( 4) The application of these remarks to the organization of t he
industrial school can probably be made best by those directly engaged in school work. . A rough analysis of costs may be of interest,
to show the relation of the cost of administration to the whole. In
our establishment the fi!!ures are about as follows:
Ana,lvsis of costs.

Per cent.

l\Interials used in manufacture--------------------------- - - ------ ---- 50
Labor on production------------------------- - - --- -------- ------------ 26
Superintendence, management, foremen, s ubforemen, etc__ __________ ___ 3. G
Cost accounting, J;:eeping records, statistical work, etc__________ ________ 5. 5
l\fiscellaneous overllead, spoilage, depreciation, taxes, h1surance, light,
he'nt, etc ______.__ .:_ ______ _: _________ _:____ _____________________________ 15
Total----- ----------------------------------------------------- 100

The proportion of overhead for superintendence .will necessarily
vary according to policies adopted. vVe might use an expensive plan
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of supervision of low-grade and "c heap workers, or we might employ
highly paid skilled workers requiring much less supervision.
· Our proportion for accounting may seem high in comparison with
other -establishments, but we have thought" it important to devise
methods of showing accomplishments in concrete objective ways.
succeed in arousing a high degree of interest in performance on
the part of our people. -The worker is interested in his score. There
may be something in this suggestion ·for the industrial school.

we

SUGGESTIONS FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF AN INDUSTRIAL
PLANT.
- .
BY: W. W.

KilS'CAID.

I enter this discussitm ·w ith the firm conviction ·that-business and
industry are themselves a·'great school. Certainly 'our schools are ·
the greatest bU$.,iness i~ America. We therefore have c01;nmon ground
on which to meet and discuss our problems.
Our object -is to consider the need and adaptability of modern
methods of business supervision to industrial education. The average instructor available to teach in a vocational school is by no means
a finished pr<?duct in his profession. There is not a sufficient number
~f teachers with mature minds who ar~ trained to think logically
about their work. They lack experience ·in life and do not possess
the necessary vision to grasp the relationship of their work to the
broader activities about them.
Some one with a larger vision is needed to set a goal toward which
to work and to suggest ways and means of reaching that goal:
Teachers need to be trained iot the lar ger responsibilities of their
work, under-the direction :of a supervisor .of broad experience. The
best way to g!ve this training is in small groups on the job, as is being
done in the modern business organization.
BUSINESS SUPERVISION DEFINED.

In attempting to show the .need :for the application of- modern business methods of supervision to .industrial education, let us first come
to a common understanding of the term" business supervision." The
term "business" as commonly used, embraces all of those activities
by means of which one gains a livelihood. In this discussion its-use
is confined more closely to larger undertakings where people work
together in groups, and usually in close personal coritact.
The term "supervision" implies farsightedness on the part of the
supervisor to direct the processes for the operation of which he is
responsible. It embraces, along with the kiwwledge of the technic
and operation of the process, the ability to train and dire~t the operator. Supervision -is therefor e the process of overlooking and
directing the activities of one or more persons in some line of work;
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Business supervision is the overseeing ·and directing of one or more
individuals in the activities by means of which they obtain a livelihood.
SUPERIORITY OF MODERN BUSINESS SUPERVISION.

The control in the old autocratic method was centered too much
in the chief executive at the top, to whom all things are referred.
He decides all things and gives out orders pertaining to all thi11:gs
from headquarters. All look to him fo~· absolute direction about
everything.
This method is bad, and has been supplanted, because it places
an impossible burden upon the chief executh:e. No person, however
strong, can surviv~ .for any length of time the strain and wear and
tear of such responsibility in a modern business. The responsibility
nnd machinery of operation is too much to be centered in one person.
It will destroy the health and efficiency of the one person whose
services the business needs most. His services and · efficiency must
be conserved and prolonged for the sake of the business and sound
economy.
This method prevents the growth and developmen~ of subordinate
executives, managers, assistants, foremen, and foreladies, clear clown
the line, including the worker at machine or bench. All of these have
initiative and ability which must be conserved and developed if the
business is to function successfully and achieye the . goal which is
naturally set for it.
The business n eeds the initiative and .efficiency of its personnel
"·isely directed at all times. To get it, the organization must provide
for its development and expression in the business itself . . Furthermore, the individual has the right to the development of his initiative
an<l a chance for its expression. He appreciates this opportunity
more than anything in the business in which he is engaged.
THE MODERN COOPERATIVE METHOD.

The modern cooperative method relieves the executive at the top
of excessive responsibility sufficiently to permit him to think and
inform himself about his work. It gives him an opportunity to study
more broadly related subjects which have an indirect if not a direct
bearing upon the success of his business. It conserves his health,
lengthens his days, and consequently prolongs his period of usefulness to his business, to his associates, and to society, all of which is in
the interest of good economics. It insures a much higher grade of
efficiency to the business on the part of its chief executive.
It insures the development and utilization of the initiative and
abili~y of every executive, manager, foreman, head, and worker in
the organization. It gives each person a chance to develop his personality and the ability to express himself in the business.
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It is equivalent to an educational process going on all the time,
constantly training each member of the managerial ~nd working
staffs for the next position higher up, insuring to the Business at all
times a competent, efficient staff of managers and workers.
I t goes further. It provides for and develops teamwork and co. operation, which make for the highest l)ossible achievement in the
operation of the business. By developing the efficiency· of the personnel it makes the business of greatest possible ser vice to the
community.
1\IETHClD.S OF BUSINESS SUPERVISION.

The methods of business supervision are many and varied. The
n ature and character of the work to be done and the type of employees
are elements to be considered in selecting the methods of supervision
to be adopted.
There are two principal methods or divisions to be made r oughly.
In the first or older autocratic, militaristic method, all plans and .
orders are worked out by the one at the head and handed down from
above to all along the line. This method must be employed to a
large extent in dealing with unskilled and foreign labor of low grade
·of intelligence and education.
The second or · modern cooperative method is based upon intelligent, willing cooperation and team play on the part of every member of the organization. This method, to operate successfully, must
provide for the instruction and training of not only apprentices of
low grade, but it must provide for the training and growth cif all
grades of employees from the office boy to the president. By means
of such methods you call out the initiative of every member of the
force and encourage him to improve and develop his efficiency. You
are able to select heads, ·managers, and executives from men who
have advanced from the ranks. An adaptation of this method has
come to be known as the com1'nittee system.
In our works this ·system has been gradually developed over a
period of years. Our business is now operating successfully upon
this plan ·in two countries, and in a somewhat modified form in two
other countries where the organizations are smaller and the opportunity for committee action is not present. We offer it for your
·consider ation.
BOARD OF DmECTORS.

The committee system is cooperativ~ r ather than ~utocratic. The
st aff is organized into a series of committees, with the board of directors a.t the top, with supreme control over the management and
business.
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EXECUTIVE COMllflTrEE.

Next to the board of directors is the executive committee, which
is made up of such members of the board as are active in the business
nnd the top managers, including the general sales manager, sales
manager, works manager, and such other managing h eads high up
in the business who may from time to time have a place on this
committee.
J>LANNING COll!i\IITTEE.

·Next in order as a subcommittee of the executive committee is the
planning committee, the duties of which are to connect and correlate
tJ1e activities of the subcommittees. This committee should be made
up of the chairmen of subcommittees and others who may assist in
special surveys or special work, but it should not be too large. It
should contain the superintendent of the works and possibly one or
more assistants.
SALES COUNCIL. ·
.

.

.

The general sales manager and sales manager, both of whom have
:\ place on the executive committee, and the heads of the sales department form the sales council. This committee may h ave as many subc.ommittees as the ~ize and needs of the work of. th~ sales department
require, but it is important that the chairman of each subcommittee
should be taken from the committee which originates it and to
which it is to report.
WORKS COMMITTEE.

An important subcommittee of the planning committee is the
works committee, which is headed by the superintendent of the
works and is composed of superintendents, foremen, and foreladies.
Certain of these superintendep.ts and foremen in turn form the
chairmen of subcommittees reaching down into every department
of the works.
This system of co1nmittee organization does not function in t:h e
.same manne.r as, or resemble closely, the system knoW!1 as " employee
representatiqn." . 1iVe b~lieve that it is more efficient and practical
in its operation than the system of employee representation; similar
results are achieved with a greater degree of efficiency and dispatch
in operation. The committees can be extended as far as desired, even
to include the ;more intelligent and efficient among the workers.
This system 9f committee work has been efficiently developed in
our Ameri(!an . !1nCl British plants. Through the. operation of this
committee system we are able to assemble each month for the executive committee a complete and comprehensive report of the opera~
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tions of .e ach branch of the business. I have ·with me ·a copy of a
recent report rec~ved from the ·British · company, embracing 42
pages. · It gives our bbard of administration, which is the term given
to our intercompany board, a · very intelligent and comprehensive
knowledge of the workings of every branch of the British business.
APPLICATION OF THESE METHODS TO

VOCATIONAl~

EDUCATION.

I think of vocational education as a process of drawing out and
developing the capacity of the individual to the point of efficiency
in harmony with his native bent for his particular work.
There are many reasons why the method,s which I have described
should be applied to vocational ednc~tio.n :
(1) They free the general supervisor from a vast amount of detail,
and give him time to observe, study, and thinlr abont his work.
This opens up an opportunity for growth and development which
.no live supervisor will p~rmit to pass unimproved.
(2) They provide a means for'the supervisor to train and develop
the members of his· staff, in the same way that the manager or
superintendent works with and trnins members of his staff or committee. In a vocational school the committee should readily become
a regular normal .training class· in principles, plans, and methods of
w'o rk to be covered.
(3) These methods provide· for the development and exercise· regularly of 'initiative on the ' part of the members of the teaching staff.
The teacher needs opport1mity to grbw and to exercise his initiative quite as much as the supervisor. In this system he has it, and
he will avail himself of this opportunity with the same earnestness
and devotion that the members of a business staff will go about to
·solve their problems. ·
(4) These methods insure the support ·and intelligent cooperation
of members for whatever plan is worked out and 'decided upon in
committee: Each member, being allowed to express himself, feels
a sense of proprietoi·ship, and therefore takes a k eener interest in
the success of the pll\n. He appreciates more fully the importance
·and relation of his particular work to the plan as a whole. After
·working on the committee 'foi· a time he develops his ability to judge
and to discriminate between the relative value of plans in his work.
·n insures the fullest support on the part of the staff in the decisions
made.
( 5) These methods produce an efficient esprit de corps among
the instructors which is very vital to the efficiency' 'o f .their efforts.
In teaching, as in bus iness, the department or division tb be fully
effective must move as a unit. This working together for a conunon
· goal, in which all have been interested in helping to set up, works
like magic in bringing about solidarity of effort.
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(6) These methods assure to the students more effi.cient instruction and training by developing more efficient instructors. After
all; the vocational school exists primarily for the benefit ·of the students. · Without students we would have no use for the tea.chers or
supervisors. The object, then, is t9 p-rovide the best possible mstruction for the student, and these methods promote this end.
(7) Another and most important reason 'for adopting these methods is that by training pupils by this method they are ready and
prepared to fit into business organized ripon this plan. The vocational school then does a · greater and double service, first to the
pupil and second to business. All will·benefit by this plan, the super·visor, the teacher, the pupil, the business; and finally the public will
·
reap the benefit in more efficient service.
OBJECTS IN VIEW ARE SIMILAR.

The object of business and the object of the vocational school are
very similar. The· object of business is to produce physical commodities efficiently. The object of the vocational school is to produce a personal commodity efficiently. "\Ve organize the administration of business so as to avoid waste, to avoid overlapping, to produce quality and quantity in product. The same methods should be
applied -to education, because we have waste and overlapping, and
feel the need to produce better quality and greater quantity.
· The committee system h as produced a superior character of cooperative supervision in business, and given equal chance it will
produce equally good results in vocational education.
This system of committee supervision can be applied to a vocational school quite as effectively as to a manufacturing or business
organization. The superintendent of schools with his principals
and head supervisors would form the executive committee. Each
principal or supervisor would in turn become the chairman of the
committee of the department of which he is the supervising head.
~very teacher and special instructor in the departn1ent shot!ld have
a place either on this committee or on some subcommittee which
is set up in the department. Each committee should have as chairman one who is a real supervisor and not only knows his work, but
is prepared to perform the duties the position as chairman entails.
The grades can be organized into departments or branches of a
department, as -in a business, with a teacher or group of teachers at
the head of each formed into a committee. The head te~cher will
be a member of.. the committee next higher up. · In the school the
product passes from department to department on the way to finish .
the same as the product in a business plant.
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COOPERATIVE SUPERVISION -· IS NOT ·SIMpLE BUT 'COMPLEX.

It presupposes a high-grade superviser who is capable of successa chairman of a committee. . On the other hand, it
fully acting
~)rovides for the development under wise supervision of an ample
~upply of chairmen to operate the system successfully.
·
The committee system .tl;len(1) Frees ' the _super~isqr and gives him a chance to grow and
become stronger in his ~oi·k.
(2) Calls out to the _-:{qll the iniative of the teacher and encourages his growth, making '.h~m capabl~ of more ihdependent work.
· (3) Assures the pup1i of a more oapable teac:her and an opportunity to do more e:fficien£ work as a stude:p.t.
( 4) Assures business of a· better and more efficient personnel in
its working- force. .
( 5) Assures better and more efficient service to the public. The
system works in busi:qess ; it will work in a vocational school.

as

(WIDING PRl;NCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION.
By K. G. S:urtH.

At. the outset I wish to suggest four sound principles of organi·
zation that are of very general, if not universal, application; Let
every executive official have a definite understanding with his subordinates along these lines :
(1) If you see anything wrong, do not simply· " kick"; .make
your suggestions -constructive.
(2) I agree not to go ." over your head" iQ., dealing with your
subordinates; I insist that you do not go over my head in dealing
with our superiors.
(3) I am a great believer in conferences, but every executive must
finally decide questions which belong to him:
(4) Do not stand in the way· of any individual's advancement or
promotion; never withhold knowledge of better openings;
PLAN OF ORGANIZATION FOR A STATESYS'fEl\f OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Organization and administration of vocationa~ education may be
studied from two points of view. The administration of vocational
education · as such is the administration of one part of the whole
program of education, and the relation of the part to the whole
must always be kept in mind. But the organization and administration of a vocational school is quite a different problem.
(1) A State should have a director of vocational education in
whose hands the responsibility for the vocational education policy
rests.
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(2) There should be. three Btate supervisors: One for trades and
industries, one for agriculture, and one for home economics. Sometimes the director may take the place of one supervisor.
ORGANIZA'l'ION FOR A CITY SYSTEM:.

(1) Sample organization in a city of 5:0,000: Under the superintendent of schools and directly responsible to him should be a
director of vocational education ·a nd guidance. Under the director
should be the following assistants: Supervisor of manual arts, super1' isor of home economics, placement office~, vocational counselors,
evening industrial teachers, part-time teachers.
(2) In every city of 30,000 to 60,000 population some definite provision should be made for a person to take charge of vocational guidance and placement in connection with some related school activity.
This person should do no teaching except that required for the training of -counselors.
(3) The person in charge of vocational guidance and placement
and the organization represented by him should ri·ot be responsible
for mental tests.
( 4) All industrial contacts for all pha_s~s of school activity should
be made through the director if a man. An exception. to this prin-·
ciple is made in case of the coordinator or instructor in charge of a
cooperative class. He may be permitted to make contacts with business and industrial establishments without clearing through the
.d irector.
· ( 5) It is not necessary to separate the divisions of occupational in-·
formation and guidance and placement :in cities of this size.
·
(6) The number of placement clerks will vary with the size of the
city, and when only on~ placement clerk is needed this clerk should
be a woman if the direct9r is a man, and vice versa.
(7) _Staff counselors should be provided in each school or group
of schools, ·and the training of these counselors should be the special
duty of the director.
(8) This director should be on the same salary schedule as a supervisor or high-school principal ; the placement officers on the same
schedule as high-school teachers; the counselors in intermediate or
high schools should rank as heads of departments.
(9) In cities of less than 30,000 the director of vocational education and guidance will have to do some teaching, and should be
specifically the director of the part-time school.
(10) In case· ll ·s mall city (12,000 or less) is maintaining a part-"
time cooperative course, the director of vocational education and
guidance may serve as' a coordinator.
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(11} In the case of very small cities the county unit organization seems to offer possibilities, though nothing definite has been
worked out in this field.
(12} In large cities the function of vocational guidance and
placement should be distinct from vocational education, and may
be subdivided into three general divisions: Permit issue, occupational ·information, guidance and placement.
The general provisio.ns mentioned above hold here also. There
may, of course, be an · assistant superintendent in charge of both
guidance and placement :a nd vocational education. Sometimes, however, confusion and conflict have arisen when ''work permits"· are
issued by the superintendent of schools, and the inspection of factories to see if permits :ire used rests with the State department of
labor.
DISCUSSION.
In reply to a question as to the extent to which the local program
for vocational education is likely to be of help in his business Mr.
Pitt expressed some doubt as to its being of direct value. The existence of the vocational school is, of course, a challenge to the
business man to see in what way he can best utilize the product of
the school. He should certainly interest himself in what the school
is doing.
Mr. Pitt stated that what is done for the development of capacity
and efficiency of employees is clone almost entirely within the organi,.
zation. There appears to be little that a school could do to advantage.
He pointed out a distinction between the two points of view: The
school asks the boy, " Can . you do this? " Husiness asks, " Ho,v
quickly can you do it~ " Business is rather disposed to look on the
boy or girl coming from the school as raw material, which l11lJSt be
trained in the plant to meet the demands of the plant.
Mr. Allen reported the experience of the Cass Technical High
School in Detroit, showing that Of the workmen who apply for instruction in the evening courses in machine shop, 80 per cent of those
wlio have not had fractions and decimals before leaving school drop
out of these classes before completing the work; while of those who
have had fractions and decimals, 80 per cent remain and complete the
course. This experience seems to suggest that even the regular public
schools make a definite contribution to the requirements of business
and industry, and to raise the question as to whether there is some
point in the schools, an educational " dead line," so to speak, beyond
which the individual must go or else sacrifice the possibility of promotion in business life.
Business men present expressed the belief that what is in the inclividual determines how far he can go, rather than the amount of
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schooling he receives. . One large employer said he is more interested
in the attitude of the individual than in what he knows.
·
Doctor Myers pointed out that the school itself operates as an
active selecting agency. Boys and girls of comparatively less ability
are· eliminated as they go up through the grades. Only those of
certain minimum ability, generally speaking, progress as far as
high school. In a broad way these facts naturally correlate with the
subsequent achieYements of the inqividuals.:
SUMMARY OF THE DISCtJSSION.

In conclusion, Mr. Burton called attention to three points which
had been emphasized :
(1) The type of organization is important. Too often in our
schools we have organization which confers responsibility without
corresponding authority. vVe seem to be agreed that our schools
generally are not as well organized and administered as business and
manufacturing are. If we develop successful plans of organization,
it will be because of the spirit and personality which we as leaders
put into it.
One of the speakers had quoted a normal-school })resident, \vho
was wont to admonish his students: " Plan your n·ork; then work
your plan." Any plan worked with enthusiasm is better than the
most perfect plan used indifferently or unintelligently.
Furthermore, the plan itself is not sufficient. Management is necessary, and must function in a real way. A successful organization always reflects the personality and ideals o(s.ome one at the head.
(2) We need to establish definite goals and visualize definite objectives. We need a few major-general objectors, and a great many
minor, contributory objectives. The biggest objectiYe before us in
vocational education at present is to "sell " the idea, both to the commercial and industrial world, and to educators as well.
(3) The importance of maintaining a constant inYentory. I am
always impressed with the extent and usefulness of the information
which the modern business man gets from his inventory. vVe deal
with intangibles to such an extent that we neglect to avail ourselves
of this service. We greatly need a more extended development of
objective tests and measurements of our work.
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